
STEP 7

L.A.CO-OPLAB

CRAFT A COMPELLING

PITCH
10 TEMPLATE CARDS
FLIP FOR EXAMPLE

14 CARDS!





introduction
According to 
guy kawasaki, 
“Pitching is the 

art of 

seeking agreement.”
and, agreement can yield 
many good outcomes 
including sales, 
partnerships, or  new 
members of your 
cooperative. the purpose 
of a pitch is to stimulate 
interest — not to close a 
deal. the goal is To get 
to the next step, whatever 
that may be.

There may be some, or even many, 

occasions in your cooperative’s 

career when you will need to make a 

concise and compelling pitch of 

some kind or another — to recruit 

new members, to solicit a loan, to 

suggest a partnership, to launch 

your online store.  It is also a great 

opportunity to consolidate the 

information from the previous steps 

of the “How to Start a Worker Co-op” 

series into a useful form.  But first, 

let’s get clear on the purpose of a 

pitch.





instructions

1.  Choose an audience and a purpose for your pitch.

2.  Use the following 10 cards to design and develop your pitch. 

The cards can also serve as a template for your slide deck if you 

choose to use one.

3.  Try to keep your pitch within a 5-8 minute time frame. You 

can use the good information that didn’t fit into that time 

frame to answer questions from your very interested audience. 





who you are  ❶
pitch template

1.  What is the name of your co-op and what does it do?

2.  Make sure that your audience knows what you do in your 

first minute.

3.  Keep it short and sweet

flip card for example



example:  ❶
pitch example

my name is Austin and I am a 
co-founder of AmpleD. Today 
I want to talk to you about 
our product, our mission, and 
how you can become involved 
in our co-op today and help 
participate as a community 
member.

flip card for prompts



THE PROBLEM  ❷
pitch template

1.  Describe the problem.  Be specific about whose problem it is 

and how important it is. 

2.  Your goal here is to get buy-in (agreement) that there is a 

problem and that it is worthy of a solution.

3.  Think nodding heads.

flip card for example



example:  ❷
pitch example

The music industry doesn’t work for artists. Last 
year musicians made only 12% of all music industry 
revenues. 12. The primary revenue source or artists 
— live performance and touring has all but 
disappeared. we have no idea when the end of this 
crisis is in sight. the problem is that musicians 
aren’t paid equitably and giving direct support to 
them is difficult. The median music artist makes 
under $25,000/year.

flip card for prompts



THE solution  ❸
pitch template

1.  What is your cooperative doing to address the problem that you 

just described?

2.  You can include ideas here that you are planning to launch in 

the near future. 

flip card for example



example:  ❸
pitch example

So we have this opportunity that 

artists need support. Artists want 

support for the way that they are 

recording and releasing music. They 

often have surplus content that 

doesn’t live on other platforms and 

their listeners are often eager to 

directly support their favorite 

artists. Especially if it’s through an 

organization that aligns with their 

values…

ampled is a web platform that 
allows musicians to be directly 

supported by their community with 
recurring monthly payments. 

ampled is like a patreon for 
music. as a co-op. which means it 

is collectively owned by its 
artists and workers.

flip card for prompts



business model  ❹
pitch template

1.  How does your cooperative make money? How does it work as a 

business?

2.  Do customers simply pay you as you hand over the product? Do 

they sign up for a monthly subscription? Do you sell via a 

distributor or reseller? Are you giving away your product or 

making money through advertising? Or…?

3.  Explain this in a simple way: Who do you charge, how much, and 

what do they get? How does that relate to your costs?

flip card for example



example:  ❹
pitch example

ampled’s mission is to make music more equitable and to operate 
transparently and ethically.

Here’s how it works:
Artists create a page for free and 

post unique or exclusive content 

which is available to the public or 

their supporters only. Each artist 

can be supported directly for $3/

month or whatever people want 

above that. The average support 

right now is about $6. 

For example:
René is an artist-owner of Ampled 

and she’s released a new album. 

On her Ampled page she is posting 

demos and alternative versions of 

all the songs before they come 

out.

flip card for prompts



underlying magic

1.  What is the underlying magic of your product or service? Your 

secret sauce?

2.  What sets you apart from your competitors?

flip card for example

 ❺
pitch template



unlocks a number of unique competitive advantages against a really large company. 

Ampled is owned by its artists and workers rather than Patreon which is owned by VC 

and private equity investors. This means that value at Ampled is captured by artists 

rather than extracted from them. Economic rewards are shared by many rather than 

concentrated to a few. This plays out in a number of ways that make Ampled 

significantly more attractive to musicians. We’re motivated by service to members 

rather than growing and serving financial maximization. Our revenue model isn’t a rent-

seeking platform fee. It’s a commons contribution that artists pay to help build and 

grow a platform that they own. Our goal is sustainable independence rather than 

selling g a company or going public. And, we make decisions democratically rather than 

autocratically. 

example:  ❺
pitch example

flip card for prompts



marketing & sales

1.  How do you get the word out?

2.  How will or do people know you exist and are the solution to 

their problem?

3.  Do you have any projections about how many people you can 

reach?

4. Based on what experience or evidence?

flip card for example

 ❻
pitch template



example: ❻
pitch example

people are paying attention…
we’ve received write-ups in a number of press outlets.

flip card for prompts

Our favorite hyperbolic headline  is:

“How a punk-inspired collective 
beat the streaming giants at 

their own game”
(salon, 2020)



competitors & 
market trends

1.  What does the competitive landscape for your product or 

service look like?

2.  Is it really competition?

3.  What is happening right now in your market or niche that 

makes your co-op a good fit?

flip card for example

 ❼
pitch template



example: ❼
pitch example

The wave of media surrounding Spotify’s 

controversial support of podcaster Joe 

Rogan has also called attention to the 

minuscule royalties the company pays 

its artists. As one source puts it:

“After a decade of musicians being 

expected… to produce the same amount 

and quality of music at the same great 

expense for a tiny fraction of their pre-

streaming returns  — because, um, “the 

future” — of late their rumblings of 

dissent have became a roar. 

(Independent, 1/31/22)

flip card for prompts

It is no coincidence that 

included among Ampled’s 

initiators are employees 

from big extractive 

companies like Spotify, 

Kickstarter, and Patreon.

And, there is a flurry of new 

cooperatives that serve working 

artists and their supporters. 

Included here are Stocksy, Means 

TV, Sound Co-op, Meerkat Media, 

and Catalytic Sound.



projections

1. This is a very simple financial section that shows what it will 

take to get where you want to be.

2.  Consider making it as visual as possible, as easy for your 

audience to understand by hitting key points without a whole lot 

of details.

flip card for example

❽
pitch template



example: ❽
pitch example

SNAPSHOT
Total Users & Financial Metrics

(2/14/22)

Total users: 3198

Approved Artist Pages: 301

Pages under construction: 399

Monthly artist support: $9,079.63

Average monthly support amount: $6.82

flip card for prompts

as determined by a collective vote 

in January 2021, membership dues 

are a sliding scale choice for 

artists– either 7%, 10%, or 13% 

of their artist support will go 

towards Ampled’s operating 

expenses. The choice is up to 

artists and can be changed at any 

time in the artist page. 



the team

1. Who is on your team and why are they the right folks to make 

this happen?

2.  Is someone missing? If so, you can list that and explain how 

you are going to round out your team.

flip card for example

❾
pitch template



example: ❾
pitch example

“Our team looks and feels a lot more like a collective than a traditional start-

up. We have over 30 people helping build and grow Ampled and investing their 

time and labor through a time banking system that we made. And we have 

senior employees from Kickstarter, Spotify, and Patreon in the mix.”

flip card for prompts



timeline

1. Where are you now in this story — what is the status of your 

project?

2.  Can you demonstrate momentum? What’s next?

3.  Include an ask of some kind to generate the next step of 

agreement. This can be to try out your product, to sign up for your 

mailing list, to follow your social media feeds, or to refer 

someone who might meet that missing team member profile to you.

flip card for example

❿
pitch template



example: ❿
pitch example

flip card for prompts

This is a bit of an unusual pitch in that we’re 
not asking for investment. We’re asking for 
participation. We want to ask you to become 
a part of our co-op as a community member. 
We have artist-owners, worker-owners, and 

we’ve carved out this third stakeholder 
group called community members. you can 
become a community member by going to:

 ampled.com/community 
AND SUPPORTING THE PLATFORM.



TIPS

1. Keep the pitch down to 5-8 minutes.

2. If you are using a slide deck, use big fonts and big images to 

complement your pitch.  Don’t read from your slides. 

3. If you already have a product, a great pitch would include a 

sample or demonstration (here is my product, my prototype, and my 

thoughts about taking it to scale).

4. Your first draft is just that.  Expect to practice, revise, and 

iterate.

5. TRY IT OUT with a real audience.



ATTRIbUTiON.  AbSOLUTION.

1. the guy Kawasaki cartoon was lifted from 

Pcweenies.com.

2. the pitch template is influenced by “the art of 

the start” by guy kawasaki.

3. ampled is a real deal co-op. example pitch 

material was derived from co-founder austin 

robey’s start.coop pitch video, posted on youtube, 

october 16, 2020.

4. additional information about ampled was derived 

from their very transparent website. check it out.


